
Southeastern Asia Unit Test:

True or False :

1. ___Archipelago is a group or chain of 
Islands.

2.____ Primate City is a city that dominates 
a country's economy, culture, and government.
A flower that is one of Thailand's main 
exports is a Rose.

3. ___Java is an island in Indonesia that is 
one of the less populated islands on earth.

4. ___Tusami is a term used for a huge sea 
wave caused by an undersea earthquake.

5. ___West Timor is one of the world's 
smallest and newest nations since it won 
independence from Indonesia.

6.___Myanmar is a country formerly known as 
Burma, it is rich in tin,rubies, and 
sapphires but has a repressive government.

7.___Corn is the main crop and food staple in 
Southeastern China.

8.___A nation that experienced the brutal 
dictatorship of the Khmer Rogue in the 
1970's, but emerged to hold free elections in 
1993 was Cambodia.

9.___Indonesia nation is made up of 1,000's 
of islands; is the largest nation in terms of 
population and area in Southeastern Asia; the 
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most populated Muslim country in the world.

10.___Singapore is a small city and large 
nation that is a agriculture powerhouse with 
very nasty living conditions.

Match:

a) Buddhism
b) Hinduism
c) Animism
d) Islam and Christianity
e) Southeastern Asia

11. ___ Belief that spirits live in the 
natural world.

12. ___ Indian traders brought this to the 
new area. Not all ideas (like the caste 
system) were adopted in this region, however.

13. ___ Although, it came later to this 
region, this Religion had far more reaching 
impacts.

14. ___ These Religions were brought by Arab 
traders and missionaries respectively.

15.___ is made up of 11 countries and 
features Peninsulas and many islands.

Multible Choice :
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16. How was Southeast Asia formed ?
a)tsunami
b)tectonic plates collided
c)volcanoes

17.This flower is a major export of Thailand.
a) Orchid
b)Pansy
c) Rose

18. What is the staple food of the Religion?
a)Rice
b) Corn
c) Beans

19. On what Peninsula and Island is the 
nation Malaysia located on ?
a)River valley lowlands, Coastal Plains
b)Malay Peninsula,Borneo Island
c)East Timor, West Timor

20. What deadly natural disaster struck Southeastern Asia in late 
2004?

a) Storm

b) Flood

c) Tsunami

Extra Credit: 5 points

1. Name the highest mountain peak in the 
Southeastern Asia region,__________.
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